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Abstract: The current environmental attitude models are primarily composed of environmental
knowledge, value, and intention. However, environmental aestheticians have maintained that
aesthetic experience triggered by nature is the cornerstone of promoting environmental ethics.
To verify this belief, this study proposes a new framework, which integrates the rational and
emotional approaches, to describe the environmental attitudes of the public. Questionnaires are
used to collect data from college students in Taiwan, and a total of 275 valid responses are received.
The collected data are analyzed using structural equation modeling. The results support the proposed
hypotheses. In addition to reconfirming the importance of environmental knowledge in the traditional
models, this study confirms that aesthetic experience is also a determining dimension. The findings
show that rational cognition and aesthetic perception complement and interact with each other and
can strengthen environmental ethics, thereby enhancing the intention of pro-environmental behavior.
The results of this study can serve as a reference for environmental protection or environmental
education practice.
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1. Introduction

Many of the traditional environmental attitude models in general comprise environmental
knowledge, environmental value, environmental intention, and environmental behavior. According to
these widely-known and applied models, rational environmental cognition facilitates identification
with environmental value and, thus, produces a mentality and behaviors that are consistent with
environmental ethics (cf. [1–4]). However, according to Otto and Pensini’s [5] study, the acquirement
of environmental knowledge is less effective in promoting appropriate ecological behavior than the
establishment of an intrinsic sense of connectedness to nature. The more individuals feel attached to
nature, the more they display environmentally-friendly conduct. This discovery indicates that an
internal driving force is more helpful in awakening environmental consciousness. The history of
environmental protection also seems to demonstrate that our concern for the environment stemmed
from the love of natural beauty rather than for cognitive reasons. Hargrove argued that the history
of environmental conservation originated in aesthetics, and that environmental value was first
manifested in the highlighting of aesthetic qualities of natural objects by naturalists and artists [6].
Similarly, Callicott [7] (p. 158) mentioned that “Historically . . . many more of our conservation
and preservation decisions have been motivated by beauty than by duty”. Therefore, the aesthetic
sensibility of an individual toward the environment may be another crucial factor that stimulates
environmental ethics.
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In the wave of environmental aesthetics that emerged since the second half of the 20th century,
aestheticians maintained that aesthetic experiences inspired by nature are a cornerstone of promoting
environmental ethics [8–13]. Eco-friendly facilities designed in accordance to people’s aesthetic
preferences are proven to be more appreciated and supported by the public. Looks seem to matter
in the campaign of environmental protection [14,15]. The scope of aesthetics, however, is not
merely limited to the appearance of things. It is argued that the aesthetic experience gained from
nature is not only an experience of beauty or an examination of aesthetic properties. Carroll [16]
stressed that the appreciation of nature is derived from emotion and imagination; for example, fallen,
decaying leaves are carpet-like in their softness, giving people the sense that they have returned home.
Rolston, on the other hand, advocated an expanded aesthetic view based on environmental knowledge.
Scientific cognition enables humans to recognize certain aesthetic aspects of nature, especially those
aspects that have thus far defied human perception [10].

As discussed above, in the existing environmental attitude models, environmental cognition has
been repeatedly confirmed to play a crucial role in promoting environmental ethics and intention
(e.g., [3]); this aspect has resonated with the science-based environmental aesthetics (e.g., [10]).
However, the function of aesthetic experiences based on emotion, feeling, and even imagination
in the process of shaping environmental attitude has yet to been considered and verified. If aesthetic
experiences can indeed trigger a sense of obligation, the sensitivity of an individual to aesthetics may
become a key factor in the environmental protection movement. Therefore, this study intends to
investigate the possible role aesthetic experience plays in an effective environmental attitude model.
The relationship between aesthetics and rational cognition is expected to be clarified. A conceptual
research framework is proposed, as shown in Figure 1, to suggest that the emotional and rational
judgments of individuals will affect their own behavioral intentions.

Figure 1. Conceptual research framework.

2. Environmental Attitude, Behavioral Intention, and Behavior in Traditional Social Science

In environmental protection research, discussions of environmental attitude have continually
received considerable attention. Many scholars have also proposed different theoretical models to
predict the behavioral intentions and behavior of people toward environmental protection. In previous
studies, most scholars have adopted a relatively simple and linear causality to explain the concept of
attitude. For example, in social science, Allport ([1], as cited in [17]) proposed a theory comprising
the three dimensions of knowledge, attitude, and behavior. This theory was subsequently applied
to many predictive models of pro-environmental behavior developed in the 1970s. These models
suggested that, by providing environmental education, individuals could acquire environmental
knowledge on a certain topic, thereby generating specific attitude orientations among them and
facilitating their engagement in corresponding environmental behavior. To date, many environmental
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and related groups continue to uphold this core belief [3].
Schwartz [18] originally employed the three concepts of knowledge, attitude, and behavior to propose
the knowledge–attitude–practice (KAP) linear model in the field of nutrition. The model describes
that, after acquiring nutrition-related knowledge, individuals change their views of products and
proceed to make different decisions. This concept of KAP was further employed to predict the
environmental behavior of individuals [4]. Following the rapid expansion of research on environmental
behavior, some scholars believed that attitude itself includes three elements, namely cognition, affect,
and behavior, and they proposed relevant theoretical models based on these elements. For example,
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the affect–behavior–cognition (ABC) model of attitudes suggests that the feelings of individuals
generated by a stimulus pertain to the affective aspect, thoughts generated by a stimulus pertain to
the cognitive aspect, and the generated intentions or behaviors pertain to the behavioral aspect [19].
Many subsequent empirical models, such as the tripartite model of attitude proposed by Breckler [20],
verified that the three elements originally attributed to attitude could be viewed as three independent
components. In the discussion of environmental topics, Grob [21] also disassembled environmental
attitude into different dimensions and discussed the causal relationships between them.

Previous studies indicated that acquiring environmental knowledge does not necessarily generate
positive environmental attitudes and behavior (e.g., [4]). Some researchers argued that knowledge
and beliefs can only influence behavior by enhancing behavioral intention, and they divided factors
affecting behavioral intention into two types: the feeling of engaging in specific behaviors, or attitude
towards behavior, and behavior influenced by relevant parties or groups, or subjective norm [22].
This was called the theory of reasoned action (TRA). Ajzen [23] expanded the concept of TRA by
adding the dimension of perceived behavioral control to explain the influence of surrounding resources
and restrictions on individual behavioral intention and then proposed the theory of planned behavior
(TPB). Hines, Hungerford, and Tomera [24] referenced the concept of TPB and proposed the model
of responsible environmental behavior (MREB), in which situational factors are used to enhance the
prediction accuracy of pro-environmental behavior. Stern [25] referenced the norm-activation model
(NAM) described by Schwartz [26] and proposed the value–belief–orm (VBN) theory, which uses
a series of causal chains to explain the relationship between individual values and environmental
protection behavior.

Most recent studies have been based on the aforementioned theoretical models or have
combined theories from other disciplines to discuss different environmental topics, for example,
examining consumer perceptions of renewable energy [27], environmental managers’ attitude toward
environmental norms aiming at pollution reduction [28], or focusing on the choice intention of travelers
for green hotels [29]. For instance, Oreg and Katz-Gerro [30] combined the theories of TPB and VBN
and employed 27 countries as a sample to study cross-cultural pro-environmental behavior and
examine the influence of different values and social factors on environmental behavioral intention.
Kollmuss and Agyeman [3] reviewed relevant theories and developed a new pro-environmental
behavior model, in which internal factors (e.g., individual characteristics or values) and external
factors (e.g., social policies or economic conditions) were assumed to influence each other and directly
or indirectly influence the pro-environmental behavior of individuals.

3. Aesthetic Experience and Environmental Protection

3.1. Nature as a Source of Aesthetic Experience

Nature has long been a topic in aesthetic studies. In the 18th century, Alexander Baumgarten,
the German philosopher, coined the word aesthetica; he defined it as the science of sensual perception.
Objects for aesthetic appreciation are not limited to works of art; rather, aesthetic experiences triggered
by nature cause more contemplation in philosophers [31]. Kant considered nature to be a more ideal
object of appreciation than art and believed that it can create more mental activities in viewers [32].
Burke and Kant [32,33] defined two typical aesthetic dimensions based on diverse natural phenomena:
the beautiful and the sublime. The Beautiful refers to a landscape that has undergone design and
domestication, while the sublime is a natural environment that is wild and uninhibited. Carlson [34]
also identified the third typical dimension of aesthetics—the picturesque. This is a form that connects
nature and art, treating nature as an object for aesthetic appreciation, as if they are framed landscapes.
Consequently, this has formed the tradition of landscape painting in the art world. However, since
the 19th century, nature aesthetics has been reduced to a vassal of art aesthetics [35], and art has
become the primary focus of aestheticians. Hegel believed that the beauty of art is superior to that
of nature; analytic aesthetics became the mainstream, and philosophy of art became a synonym for
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aesthetics. Until the mid-20th century, few researchers discussed nature aesthetics, with only a few
exceptions. For example, Dewey attempted to reintroduce nature and everyday life into studies of
esthetic experience, which slightly encouraged the focus on nature in discussions of aesthetics [34].
The monopoly of art in the field of aesthetics began to mitigate in the second half of the 20th century.
In 1966, Ronald W. Hepburn published a paper titled “Contemporary Aesthetics and the Neglect of
Natural Beauty,” which indicated the long-term bias in the aesthetic field that favored art over nature.
As environmental issues have gradually drawn the attention of the public, environmental aesthetics
has become an emerging field [34].

Environmental aestheticians have revealed the richness of nature as an aesthetic object and
have indicated various distinctive modes of appreciation. Some regard nature and art as highly
similar entities. For example, Arnold Berleant suggested that art and nature should be approached
using similar aesthetic standards, and, as per Berleant, art and nature should be evaluated from the
perspective of formalism. In other words, much like one would with a work of art, it is necessary to
apply objective knowledge of aesthetic appreciation in order to interpret the beauty of nature [34].

Other environmental aestheticians, such as Hepburn [36], believed that the full-body immersion of
viewer marks a substantial difference between the experiences of appreciating nature and appreciating
art. Unlike the detached mode of appreciation in viewing art, in natural settings, people are absorbed
extensively and therefore more easily evoke metaphysical imagination [15,36–40]. In fact, an innate
connectedness to nature is the state of mind that one can develop when interacting with nature [41,42].
Whether it is approached through cognitive [41], experiential [42], or belief-oriented [43] paths,
the emotional attachment between human beings and the environment is predictor of appropriate
ecological behavior [5].

3.2. Relationship between Environmental Aesthetics and Environmental Ethics

The aesthetic experience provided by nature is considered an effective stimulus to evoke
environmental ethics, thereby encouraging individuals to engage in environmental protection [8–13].
Aldo Leopold, a well-known conservationist and nature writer, linked land ethics and land aesthetics
and made the appeal that the land is where human culture was born, and that culture is “the aesthetic
harvest” derived from the land [9] (p. viii). Leopold believed that the capacity to appreciate nature’s
beauty drives one to protect the environment. In other words, an aesthetic experience of nature is
bound to be accompanied by environmental consciousness. Therefore, it is crucial to cultivate aesthetic
sensitivity to protect the environment [8]. As per Brady [44], Leopold’s argument threw light on the
compatibility of beauty and moral goodness. Then, as per this view, it is easier to arouse the need
to protect the environment through an appeal to aesthetics; in addition, environmental protection is
regarded as a virtue that should be cultivated.

The intuitive perception of nature and the subconscious immersion within its systems may
influence a person’s attitudes toward environmental issues. Otto and Pensini [5] indicated that a
feeling of connectedness with nature is an essential internal driving force that improves ecological
behavior. In practice, environmental education imparted in organic surroundings may prove effective
in encouraging pro-environmental behavior. Once an individual has established a close sense of unison
with the ecological landscape and has profoundly been immersed in an undomesticated environment,
protecting Mother Nature becomes a natural extension of sheltering the self [42]. Further, positive
environmental behavior may also stem from a person being willing to live a healthy lifestyle and
treating oneself with care [45].

However, are all nature-based experiences pleasant? Would those species or ecological phenomena
not considered conventionally beautiful and good make one difficult to identify with? Should objects
viewed as ugly and deleterious not be protected? Since aesthetic judgment can be highly subjective,
it seems to be an unreliable factor in the process of bolstering positive environmental attitudes. After all,
objects and events in the natural world are not always viewed as beautiful and good. As a result,
the conservation of endangered spiders, snakes, and flies may not be promoted as passionately as
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that of pandas, with their cute appearance (e.g., [46,47]). To more fully make the argument that
environmental aesthetics trigger environmental ethics, Rolston reinforced Leopold’s discourse with
the positive aesthetics that all of nature is beautiful [10]. Positive aesthetics signifies the unconditional
recognition of the beauty of nature. All wild and uncivilized entities should be regarded as exquisite.
This type of aesthetic judgment, thus, goes beyond mere appearance and transcends the limits of
morality as valued by human societies [34].

To ensure positive aesthetics applicable, Rolston [10] advocated an expanded aesthetic view
based on environmental knowledge. In this context, scientific cognition may enable us to perceive
the beauty of nature in an unprecedented manner. Carlson [34] argued that, just as art history
is a necessary foundation for the appreciation of works of art, knowledge of natural history and
natural science also plays an indispensable role in the appreciation of nature. In this way, the beauty
and ugliness of appearance can be transcended to enable people to experience the beauty of the
natural world in-depth [10–13]. For example, some natural phenomena, such as the sight of a
moose carcass being eaten by maggots or of lions killing wild deer, may make people uncomfortable.
However, with ecological knowledge, they are able to appreciate and are even touched deeply by the
vitality of the endless circle of life within ecosystems [10].

The effectiveness of a science-based positive aesthetics remains questionable. In particular,
Saito [48] argued that rich ecological knowledge after all is not available to ordinary people.
For “aesthetically challenged” species, such as maggots and fleas, the immediate discomfort associated
with them make it highly difficult to appreciate their value even with an understanding of the
ecosystem. Moreover, rational scientific knowledge may undermine the mystique of nature and result
in emotional detachment [44].

4. Method

4.1. Development of Hypothesized Model

Based on the above discussions, this study assumed that intuitive, emotional engagement and
knowledge-based rational cognition toward the environment jointly influence the value judgments
and behavioral intentions of an individual. This study integrated the concepts of TRA, TPB,
and MREB [22–24]; the notion of Kaiser et al. [2]; and the claims of environmental aestheticians
(e.g., [8]) to propose the hypothesized model shown in Figure 2. This model was verified using
structural equation modeling (SEM) and collected data.

Figure 2. The proposed hypothesized model.

H1: Aesthetic experiences positively affect environmental behavioral intention.
Related research has indicated that aesthetic experiences are beneficial toward increasing the

intention of environmental protection. Generally, people express relatively greater preference for
more beautiful species and demonstrate more active, greater intention of their protection. Ecological
landscapes that are aesthetically pleasing are more able to elicit the attention of the public, thus
encouraging them to participate in their protection. By contrast, for species or landscapes with
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relatively lower aesthetic quality, the public may present lower intentions for their protection
(e.g., [46,49,50]).

H2: Aesthetic experiences positively affect environmental value.
Aesthetic experiences can strengthen people’s sense of environmental ethics. Environmental

aesthetics contributes to shaping the moral values of an individual. During interactions between
humans and the environment, individuals generate aesthetic experiences toward the landscape, enter a
process of judgment using their moral values, and then adopt corresponding environmental behavioral
intentions [51]. Generally, people tend to protect aesthetically pleasing environments, which generates
a sense of pleasing care, because based on their moral values, individuals will regard the protection of
beautiful environments as a personal responsibility, rather than a heavy burden [10].

H3: Environmental knowledge positively affects environmental value.
Environmental value can be defined as the underlying orientations of an individual toward

the natural environment (e.g., [52]). Many related studies have indicated that the environmental
knowledge of an individual affects the establishment of their environmental awareness, concern,
and values (e.g., [3]). Generally, environmental education can increase the knowledge of the public
and influence the shaping of individuals’ environmental values, thereby increasing their intention
toward environmental protection [27].

H4: Environmental knowledge positively affects environmental behavioral intention.
Kollmuss and Agyeman [3] indicated that, in the models proposed in early studies, environmental

education was employed as a means for individuals to acquire knowledge of a certain topic,
thereby generating in them specific behavioral intentions and facilitating their engagement in in
corresponding behaviors. Related research has indicated that knowledge is a necessary condition
that affects individuals’ behavioral intention or behavior. Acquiring more environmental knowledge,
understanding how to solve environmental issues, or acknowledging the benefits of engaging in
environmental protection behavior enhances individuals’ intention of environmental protection [53,54].

H5: Environmental value positively affects environmental behavioral intention.
The orientation of an individual’s environmental values or beliefs affects their environmental

behavioral intention (e.g., [2,55,56]). For example, environmental values can predict the behavioral
intention of recycling [52] or willingness to select a green hotel [29].

4.2. Data Collection and Scale Construction

In this study, questionnaires were employed to collect data, and quantitative analysis was
conducted to examine the hypotheses. The participants of this study were students of National Chiayi
University located in Southern Taiwan. To ensure that the sample achieved representativeness, students
who were taking “general course” were primarily selected as study participants, because all students
in Chiayi University are required to acquire credits in general courses to graduate. The questionnaire
was officially distributed in classrooms by three course instructors. Students were informed about
the purpose of this study, and they were encouraged, but not obligated, to participate in the survey.
This survey was conducted in May and June 2017. A total of 275 valid responses were received.

The questionnaire was compiled based on previously-developed related questionnaires
(e.g., [55,57]) and with reference to the local conditions in Taiwan for revisions. To conform to the
logic of Mandarin Chinese and the cultural context of Taiwan, the Mandarin Chinese questionnaire
compiled in this study underwent a process of translation and expert review. The final version of
the questionnaire for official distribution included items from the Aesthetic Experience Scale (AES)
and items related to environmental knowledge, environmental value, and environmental behavioral
intention. A five-point Likert scale was employed, with one to five points representing “has never
occurred” to “often occurs”, or “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. The questionnaire was also
used to collect the demographic data of the participants, including gender, major, economic status,
and religious beliefs, to determine the relationship of individual background with aesthetic experience
and environmental attitude and intention.
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The scale of aesthetic experience included a total of 28 questions. As an assessment method,
a revised version of the AES was used to evaluate the occurrence frequency of individual aesthetic
experiences. The content of the scale included reviews of various artistic and non-artistic aesthetic
experiences, which corresponded to the study’s focus on emotional experience. This scale’s
design integrated a philosophical and psychological understanding of the aesthetic experience;
the scale was divided into five major dimensions that include cognitive synergies and elaboration
(integrated cognition of formal and sematic structure), emotional closeness (synesthetic and
sympathetic reflection), experiential emotional distancing (association of action and consciousness
for the final evaluative and subliminal state), paretelic mode (metamotivational mode and sense of
rewarding and pleasing), and expressive perception (assimilation to the dynamic characteristics of
objects) [57].

The scale of environmental knowledge, environmental value, and environmental behavior was
developed based on the environmental attitude scale established by Kaiser, Wölfing, and Fuhrer [55]
and was revised with reference to the local geographical environment and folk customs of Taiwan.
The scale included a total of eight questions for environmental knowledge, six for environmental value,
and seven for environmental behavioral intention (Table 1).

Table 1. Items for aesthetics experience (AE), environmental knowledge (EK), environmental values
(EV), and environmental behavior intention (EBI).

LC 1 α NCS 2 TVE 3

OI 1 Questionnaire Item M SD

AE 0.93 2.694
AE1 to appreciate a poem more when the form enhances its meaning. 3.46 0.62

to realize that the knowledge of weaving increases your enjoyment of tapestry.
to make evaluations of a movie regardless of whether you like it or not.
to appreciate a painting as you realize how its structure is balanced.
to enjoy studying people’s faces.
to realize that the costumes match the meaning of a play, while watching it.

AE2 to feel fulfilled when surrounded by beautiful things made by you. 3.58 0.60
to like a picture because of your color preferences.
to feel distressed because of the disordered landscape. 4

to cry while watching a film.
to do a painting for your own pleasure.
to find your feet moving in tune with the rhythm of some music.

AE3 to go away with a smile of pleasure when looking at an everyday scene. 3.54 0.75
to forget time when participating in aesthetic activities.
to be tense with expectancy about the final result in aesthetic activities.
to have strong feelings after evaluating your creation.
to feel purified and released after listening to a musical composition.

AE4 to feel excited when trying to compose music or paint something. 3.48 0.78
to enjoy sitting in your room contemplating things made by you.
to feel emotionally enhanced and fulfilled after appreciating an artwork.
to realize that your attempt to apprehend a painting gives you pleasure.

AE5 to enjoy improvising accompaniments to the songs. 3.25 0.66
to realize that the expression in the eyes evokes feelings in you.
to enjoy trying to identify feelings on faces in portraits.
to feel completely absorbed in a work of art or music.
to have an idea for a painting when seeing a misty light.
to think that a photo is spoilt because the background.
to think about some old myths when looking at the sea.

EK 0.87 76.99
EK1 Melting of the polar ice caps may result in a flooding of shores and islands. 4.06 0.69
EK2 All living beings (micro-organisms, plants, animals, and humans) are 4.40 0.61

interdependent with one another.
Poisonous metals are introduced into the food chain, for instance,
via ground water.

EK3 Fossil fuels (e.g., gas, oil) produce CO2 in the atmosphere when burned. 4.34 0.54
Poisonous metals remain in the human body.
World climate will probably massively change if CO2 continues to be emitted
into the atmosphere in as huge amounts as it is now.
A reduced number of species may interrupt the food chain, affecting some
subsequent species in the chain.

N/A Ozone near the ground may cause respiration problems. 5
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Table 1. Cont.

LC 1 α NCS 2 TVE 3

OI 1 Questionnaire Item M SD

EV 0.74 74.90
EV1 Animals should have legal rights. 3.70 0.73

In general, raising animals in cages should be forbidden.
EV2 Nature must be preserved because God or another supernatural force is part of 3.49 0.96

it, even in its non-living aspects.
For everything that I do, including deeds affecting the environment, I am
responsible to a supernatural force, for instance God.

EV3 All organisms’ lives are precious and worth preserving. 3.70 0.73
The earth’s value does not depend on people; it is valuable in itself.

EBI 0.70 69.07
EBI1 I support raising parking fees in cities. 3.13 0.91

I am ready to pay environmental taxes (e.g., raising fuel or automobile taxes).
EBI2 I support speed limits on freeways (100/80 kph where freeways cross 3.33 0.75

residential areas).
I support efforts to create automobile free inner cities.
I would prefer to drive only if absolutely necessary.

EBI3 My next automobile will be small and as ecologically sound as possible. 3.82 0.65
I will travel by automobile or by airplane during my vacations.

Note: 1 LC = latent construct (AE, EK, EV, EBI); OI = observed indicator (AE1–AE5; EK1–EK3; EV1–EV3; EBI1–EBI3).
2 Fit statistics reported for confirmatory factor analysis (CFA): chi-square= 916.071; degree of freedom (df ) = 340;
normed chi-square (NCS) = 2.694, CFI = 0.83, GFI = 0.81, NFI = 0.81, and RMSEA = 0.08. 3 Statistics reported for
exploratory factory analysis (EFA); TVE = total variance explained. 4 The content was revised to better fit the city
status in Taiwan. 5 This item was deleted to increase the reliability of EK construct.

4.3. Data Processing

After responses were collected, SPSS 20.0 and AMOS 20.0 were employed to analyze the
reliability and validity of the scale (Table 1). The number of items in the questionnaire was
compressed based on factor analysis. The factors were treated as observed indicators of latent
constructs in the hypothesized model. Based on the principle of parsimony [58], the number
of indicators for each latent construct was reduced; as a result, each latent construct had three
to five indicators (as the measurement models in SEM) (cf. [59,60]). Since the AES involved
stronger a priori theory and a known factor structure [57], after testing data reliability, confirmatory
factor analysis (CFA) was employed to test the suitability of the scale, resulting in five confirmed
factors. The goodness-of-fit indices of the measurement model were chi-square = 916.071, degree of
freedom (DF) = 340, χ2/df (normed chi-square, NCS) = 2.694, CFI = 0.83, GFI= 0.81, NNFI = 0.87,
and RMSEA = 0.08. The results showed that this measurement model had a favorable goodness
of fit (e.g., [61]); thus, the five factors (as observed indicators) of aesthetic experience were used
to perform further analyses in SEM. Exploratory factor analyses (EFA) were conducted for items
that pertained to environmental knowledge (total variance explained, TVE = 76.99%), environmental
value (TVE = 74.90%), and environmental behavioral intention (TVE = 69.07%); the EFAs involved
varimax-rotated (orthogonal rotation) principal component analyses, and the results suggested
three factors for each latent construct. The Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) values for environmental
knowledge, environmental value, and environmental behavioral intention were 0.89%, 0.72%,
and 0.70%, respectively. All Bartlett’s tests of sphericity were significant (p < 0.001) and suggested the
suitability for factor analyses. The value of each indicator of the latent construct was the mean score of
the questionnaire items for that factor (Table 1 and Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Development of observed indicators for latent constructs in the hypothesized model.
Note: Refer to Table 1 for the details of latent constructs (AE, EK, EV, EVI) and observed indicators
(AE1–AE5; EK1–EK3; EV1–EV3; EBI1–EBI3).

5. Results

5.1. Participant Demographics

As shown in Table 2, within the valid sample of this study, the gender ratio between men and
women was fairly close (male: 52.7%; female: 47.3%). Most participants were aged between 19 and
22 years (92.6%) and were native-born Taiwanese (97.8%). The monthly disposable income of students
was mostly between 200 and 300 USD (37.3%). Within the valid sample, more than half of the students
were nonreligious (53.1%).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics for background variables.

Participant Background n 1 % Participant Background (Cont.) n 1 %

Gender Nationality
Male 145 52.7 Local student 269 98.9
Female 130 47.3 Overseas Chinese student 2 0.7

Subtotal 275 100 Foreign student 1 0.4
Age Subtotal 272 100
≥27 years 6 2.2 Monthly disposable income (USD) 2

23–26 years 14 5.2 <100 USD 23 9.4
19–22 years 252 92.6 100–200 USD 54 22.1

Subtotal 272 100 200–300 USD 91 37.3
Grade 300–400 USD 41 16.8

Freshman 78 28.6 >400 USD 35 14.4
Sophomore 75 27.5 Subtotal 244 100
Junior 101 37.0 Religious beliefs
Senior 18 6.6 Nonreligious 146 53.1
Other 1 0.3 Religious 129 46.9

Subtotal 273 100 Subtotal 275 100

Note: 1 n is the subsample and the full sample is N = 275. Due to missing values, the total number of participants for
each variable in the table is different and may be less than 275. 2 The exchange rate of USD to NTD is calculated
at 1:30.

5.2. Reliability and Validity Analysis for Each Latent Construct

Before testing the structural relationships among latent constructs (measurement models),
a reliability and validity analysis was conducted for each construct. As shown in Table 3, the Cronbach’s
alpha for each latent construct was between 0.70 and 0.93, and all values were above 0.70, which
suggests that the indicators of each construct had favorable consistency [62]. Moreover, the convergent
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validity of each latent construct was examined with construct reliability (CR) and average variance
extracted (AVE) tests. The CR and AVE values for the latent constructs were 0.51–0.91 and 0.26–0.67,
respectively. In addition, most values approached or exceeded the desired value [63]. For the
discriminant validity test, the AVE square root of each latent construct has to be greater than the
value of Pearson correlation coefficient for each construct, which must account for more than 75%
over the overall comparison (e.g., [61]). Hence, all latent constructs in this hypothesized model had a
favorable discriminant validity (Table 3).

Table 3. Matrix of reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity of constructs.

Latent Construct α CR AVE AE EK EV EBI

Aesthetic experience (AE) 0.93 0.91 0.67 0.82 1

Environmental knowledge (EK) 0.87 0.80 0.58 0.33 2 0.76 1

Environmental value (EV) 0.74 0.58 0.41 0.27 2 0.29 2 0.64 1

Environmental behavior intention (EBI) 0.70 0.51 0.26 0.46 2 0.52 2 0.74 2 0.51 1

Note: α = the Cronbach’s alpha value for each construct. CR = the composite reliability. AVE = the average variance
extracted. 1 Square root of AVE. 2 Pearson correlation coefficient between constructs.

5.3. Analysis of the Structural Model

The overall results of examination in SEM are shown in Table 4 and Figure 4. To increase the fit
statistics of the hypothesized model, the indicator EV1 was deleted due to the undesired factor loading.
The goodness-of-fit indices of the structural model were χ2 = 120.41, df = 59, χ2/df = 2.04, SRMR = 0.05,
RMSEA = 0.06, GFI = 0.94, AGFI = 0.90, NFI = 0.92, NNFI = 0.94, and CFI = 0.96. The results indicated
that the model had a favorable goodness of fit [63]. Subsequently, for the path coefficients within the
model, the significance of their standardized regression coefficients was separately tested. Table 4
shows that aesthetic experience and environmental knowledge were significantly positive correlated
(γ = 0.33, t = 4.61, p < 0.001). Furthermore, aesthetic experience exerted significantly positive influences
on environmental behavioral intention (β = 0.20, t = 2.24, p = 0.025) and environmental value (β = 0.20,
t = 2.23, p = 0.026); similarly, environmental knowledge had a significant effect on environmental value
(β = 0.22, t = 2.08, p = 0.037) and environmental behavioral intention (β = 0.28, t = 2.92, p = 0.004).
Additionally, environmental value significantly affected environmental behavioral intention (β = 0.60,
t = 3.72, p < 0.001). From the aforementioned results, all hypotheses in this study were supported.

Of all the path coefficients within this model, environmental behavioral intention was most
directly influenced by environmental value, followed by environmental knowledge and aesthetic
experience. However, while taking indirect effect into account, although environmental value showed
the greatest direct effect (EV = 0.6) on environmental behavioral intention, both environmental
knowledge and aesthetic experience also had favorable total effects (EK = 0.41; AE = 0.32) (Table 4).
The results indicate that, in comparison with environmental knowledge, an increase in aesthetic
experience can also greatly enhance one’s environmental behavioral intention.

Table 4. Path coefficients of the structural model.

Path Standardized
Coefficients t-Value p Supported Direct

Effect
Indirect
Effect

Total
Effect

H1: AE→ EBI 0.20 2.24 * 0.025 Yes 0.20 0.12 0.32
H2: AE→ EV 0.20 2.23 * 0.026 Yes 0.20 — 0.20
H3: EK→ EV 0.22 2.08 * 0.037 Yes 0.22 — 0.22
H4: EK→ EBI 0.28 2.92 ** 0.004 Yes 0.28 0.13 0.41
H5: EV→ EBI 0.60 3.72 *** <0.001 Yes 0.60 — 0.60
AE↔ EK 0.33 4.61 *** <0.001 Yes — — —

Note: AE = aesthetic experience, EK = environmental knowledge, EV = environmental value, and EBI = Environmental
behavior intention. *, **, and *** denote significance levels at 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively.
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Figure 4. The verification of the hypothesized model with standardized regression coefficients. Note:
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, and *** p < 0.001. Overall model fit: χ2 = 120.41, df = 59, χ2/df = 2.04, SRMR = 0.05,
RMSEA = 0.06, GFI = 0.94, AGFI = 0.90, NFI = 0.92, NNFI = 0.94, and CFI = 0.96.

6. Discussion

6.1. Environmental Knowledge Emphasized by Traditional Models Was Conducive to Predicting
Behavioral Intentions

The results of this study showed that environmental knowledge played a crucial role in the
environmental attitude model, either through directly influencing the environmental behavioral
intention of an individual or indirectly influencing environmental behavioral intention through
environmental value. Actually, many environmental organizations today operate from the assumption
that enhancing environmental knowledge contributes to positive environmental behavior and
participation in related environmental strategies or campaigns [3].

This research model verified that environmental knowledge can directly influence the
environmental behavioral intention of an individual. This concept echoes that of some models
proposed in previous studies (e.g., [2,24]). Environmental knowledge is widely viewed as the basis
for encouraging participation in environmental protection activities [54]. Onel and Mukherjee [64]
indicated that, when an individual possesses more scientific knowledge or is more familiar with
environmental issues, he or she is more willing to pay higher taxes to protect the environment,
pay higher prices to purchase environmentally-friendly products, and are even willing to reduce
personal living needs.

This research model also verified that environmental knowledge indirectly influences the
behavioral intention of an individual through environmental value. In a study on cities in desert
regions, Salvaggio et al. [65] found that when individuals were more able to understand the
environmental conditions of drought, they were more concerned about the predicament of the water
environment, had stronger environmental value orientations, and were more willing to support
government policies on water resource protection and price increases on water. Additionally, in a study
conducted in China, Fryxell, and Lo [66] indicated that by strengthening environmental knowledge
and environmental values, business managers (a group often perceived as being less friendly to
the environment) were more willing to fulfill the environmental responsibilities of their firms and
strengthen environmental advocacy. A study conducted in Zareie and Navimipour also indicated that
enhancing the environmental knowledge and environmental values of college students can directly
influence their environmental behavior [67].
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6.2. Aesthetic Experience Proved to be an Effective Dimension in the Environmental Attitude Model

The results of this study showed that the influence of aesthetic experience on environmental
value and environmental behavioral intention was similar to that of environmental knowledge.
Aesthetic experience can either directly influence the environmental behavioral intention of an
individual or indirectly influence the environmental behavioral intention due to environmental values.
The findings for both direct and indirect influence are consistent with the beliefs of environmental
aestheticians, who maintain that aesthetics is beneficial toward encouraging individuals to engage in
environmental protection (e.g., [6,8,10,44]). Actually, individuals’ feelings toward aesthetic elements in
everyday life are often a key factor that determines whether to participate in environmental protection
activities such as landscaping and purchasing green products (e.g., [68,69]).

Several empirical studies have reported that aesthetic experience has a direct influence on
environmental behavioral intention. For example, assessments of the beauty of a species directly
influence the degree of support for the conservation of large mammals in Africa (e.g., zebra, buffalo,
hyena, and elephant) [70]. Additionally, regarding the indirect influence of aesthetic experience on
behavioral intention through environmental value, some empirical studies in Germany have indicated
that enhancing individuals’ experiences of the natural environment (e.g., aesthetic experiences of
plants and animals) is conducive to the establishment of their environmental values, which can then
enhance their willingness to protect the environment (e.g., [71]). A study conducted in Australia also
confirmed that emotional aesthetic experiences of nature can influence individuals’ values and beliefs,
which can further influence their intention of environmental protection behavior [72].

6.3. Complementary Influences and Interaction of Rational Cognition and Emotional Perception

The environmental aestheticians who maintain the view of positive aesthetics believe that
environmental knowledge adds value to the appreciation of the beauty of the environment.
The acquisition of environmental knowledge allows individuals to deepen their appreciation of
nature from a judgment of aesthetic qualities to respect for the overall ecosystem and the laws
of nature [10–13,35]. Comparatively, empirical studies have also shown that intuitive aesthetic
experiences can also enhance individuals’ interest in learning environmental knowledge and achieve
more favorable effects in environmental education (e.g., [71,73]).

Rolston and other environmental aestheticians have tried to ascertain whether aesthetic
appreciation should be based on an objective-rational environmental model or a subjective-emotional
environmental model (e.g., [10,15,34,48]). Interestingly, the results of this study show that the models
are closely related. To expand the scope of aesthetic appreciation, emotional environmental perception
requires rational environmental knowledge. Otherwise, gaining approval may be more difficult for the
ecosystems or species commonly considered to have lower aesthetic quality, such as sludge wetlands of
estuaries, spiders, bats, and snakes (e.g., [46,49]). Similarly, rational environmental cognition requires
the addition of emotional aesthetic experience. The intuitive experience and emotion often benefits
the learning process. For example, researchers focused on the Cerrado region in Brazil, a region rich
in natural ecology, and conducted interviews with participants using the method of phenomenology.
They found that sensations and feelings induced by local aesthetic experiences strengthened the
influences of environmental knowledge in individuals [74].

Leopold’s natural writing serves as paramount works demonstrating the merging of rational
and emotional environmental perspectives. Although the discussions of Leopold adopt a subjective
perspective, they do not rely on the judgments of beauty of individual natural entities; rather, they
rely on the objective understanding and appreciation of individual entities and the ecosystem as a
whole [75]. Every species has its unique character in its ecosphere that is more fascinating than the
aesthetic properties it provides (e.g., the color of a bird’s coat or the sound of their call) [8]. In short,
the close interaction between rational cognition and emotional perception influence individuals’
attitude toward the environment.
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7. Conclusions

The emotional and rational model proposed in this study incorporates the dimensions of aesthetic
experience into the traditional theory of environmental attitude and behavior. The findings of
empirical investigation and analysis show that the overall goodness of fit of the research model
is favorable, and that all hypotheses of this study are supported. The purported aesthetic experience
is an emotional experience composed of senses, feelings, and imagination. The results indicate that
such rich emotional experiences directly enhance the pro-environmental behavioral intention of an
individual. This aesthetic experience can also be combined with the rational cognition of individuals
toward the environment to jointly induce their identification with environmental value and indirectly
enhance their own willingness to protect the environment.

In the proposed model of this research, the cultivation of individuals’ aesthetic experiences and
their acquisition of environmental knowledge are equally crucial in enhancing their environmental
protection intention. In advocating and promoting environmental protection activities, awakening
and triggering individuals’ ability to emotionally experience the aesthetics of nature is indispensable.
Such emotional experience also induces increased attention to environmental ethics and facilitates
building a more solid foundation of environmental protection based on people’s sincere feelings and
respect for the environment. The findings of this study can serve as a reference for environmental
management and environmental education practice.
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